Establish a Stars Playbook

THE MOST
COMPREHENSIVE
SOLUTION TO
STARS
MANAGEMENT &
OPTIMIZATION
Medicare Stars targets continue to evolve and the
competition gets better every year.

Use Hyperlift’s historical measure movement analysis to identify realistic and
achievable measure performance
targets. Evaluate potential Star rating
impacts of different scenarios and save
them for comparison and analysis.

Set Realistic Targets and Model
Scenarios
Use Hyperlift’s historical measure movement analysis to identify realistic and
achievable measure performance
targets. Evaluate potential Star rating
impacts
of different scenarios and save them for
comparison and analysis.

Optimize Measure Performance
Accelerate measure improvement using
Hyperlift’s library of over 200 proven
and scored interventions including
member-level predictive modeling.
Manage the Stars progress throughout
the year in a single platform.

Give your Stars team the capabilities they need to deliver exceptional results in
less time. Instantly understand how your contracts perform against specific peer
groups or the industry as a whole, which measures will drive the most value and
why, and where you should invest your finite intervention resources for the
biggest gains.

Hyperlift’s Stars Management Suite delivers incredible agility and insights to
any Stars organization regardless of size or performance—managing your
Stars performance has never been easier. From strategy development to
intervention execution, make your Stars team shine with Hyperlift’s Stars
Management Suite.

Start your
30-day free
trial today!
Email us at results@hyperlift.com

“Hyperlift’s Stars Management
Suite gave time immediately back
to my entire Stars organization.”
— VP of Stars and Risk Adjustment for multi-state plan group

1 I dentify Focus Areas
Understand which
measures drive the most
potential overall Stars
value and why. Uncover
actionable insights with
Hyperlift’s proprietary
algorithms combining
Stars data and current
trend data.

6 Deliver on Commitments
Analyze current trend
performance against prior
year actuals and target trend
and keep your organization
aligned on intervention activities
throughout the year.

3 Model and Compare Scenarios
Create and save scenarios
for analysis and comparison
given differing assumptions
to understand the Star rating
impacts of each.

2E
 stablish Performance Targets
Establish clear and realistic measure
performance targets by evaluating how
much other contracts at similar measure
performance levels were able to move
each measure in a single year.

4 Optimize and Manage
Performance
Clearly prioritize activities to
optimize future performance.
Tap into Hyperlift’s library of
over 200 proven and scored
interventions to accelerate
performance improvement.

5 Simplify Reporting and Presentations
Access one-click reporting,
downloadable charts and graphs,
manipulatable spreadsheets, pre-built
presentations and custom reporting.

